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Jack Venrick
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Jack Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
"AJack R. Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Friday, October 24, 2008 3:55 PM
Fw: The Gladiators, The Spectators & The Avatar

----- Original Message ----From: Jack Venrick
To: AJack R. Venrick
Sent: Tuesday, January 09, 2007 4:11 PM
Subject: The Gladiators, The Spectators & The Avatar

Dear Gladiators of Freedom:
"The person who organized the show was called the editor, munerator, or dominus and he was honoured with the official
signs of a magistrate. Later the emperors would exert a near complete monopoly on staging public entertainment which
included chariot racing in the circus (ludi circenses), hunts of wild animals, public executions, theatrical performances
(ludi scaenici) and gladiator fights. There was usually musical accompaniment".

I ran across a statement (see below) by a holy man in India, an Avatar to millions of India
people and others around the world. He is the personification of the good in all religions.
As you would expect, he has been unmercifully and wrongly smeared because many in this
world cannot tolerate the basic truths he teaches. So what does a gladiator and an Avatar
have to do with private property rights?
The Avatar's statement below, rang especially true to me in light of all the abject corruption
of our government. Corruption for those who need clarification includes but is not limited
by, denial of wrong doing, apathy, willful ignoring of founding constitutional law,
intentional misfeasance of existing law. The corruption is endless including denial of
natural laws, the relentless destruction of religious symbols in this country, the unabated
takings of our individual sovereignty in exchange for selfish group demands throughout our
230 years has destroyed US.
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The fabric of our society and our freedom has been under relentless exponentially
increasing tension, since the signing of our constitution. Our constitution has been torn
apart and essentially does not exist anymore at least in the form the original founding
fathers intended. If you don't believe this, read; "The Supremacists", "Constitutional
Chaos", "Men in Black", "Constitution in Exile". Until we come back fully to the
constitution, all laws and government are illegitimate.
Only a few rural and less urban property owners and a growing number of freedom
foundations can relate to these harsh truths. Government, environmental extremists, other
groups and individuals, living off of or using the public pig trough are in the growing
majority. Urban myths have trumped constitutional freedoms all in less than 230 years.
This intentional obstruction of our individual and national sovereignty by those who take
individual freedoms have destroyed America. Our precious freedoms and those groups
whose lives are dependent upon these freedoms, e.g. landowners, farmers, ranchers, have
become the gladiators in a Roman amphitheater. Our scared freedoms have become a mere
spectator sport for most Americans, legal and illegal, who merely watch and do nothing, as
each gladiator of freedom is sacrificed before the screaming crowds.
Property owners, not unlike the gladiators, are dragged into court and "executed"
by government and environmental groups who live off of the land, e.g. King County
Administration, DDES, Washington State DOE, DNR, the courts and the environmental
extremists. The court rooms are now the new Roman Coliseums where staged battles are
allowed to be fought for the pleasure of the spectacle. It is a charade. More and more of
our sacred constitutional laws of the land are ignored, countless new straggling regulations
are illegally enacted apart from the free people to continue this killing spectacle. Tens of
thousands of cases are in King County alone. Their have been 10,000 eminent domain
takings in the last 5 years and 5,700 properties nationwide threaten or taken in the past
year. http://www.ij.org/private_property/connecticut/6_20_06pr.html Innocent property
owners are slain over environmental nonsense while murders are let out of prison and
allowed to vote and illegals walk free and vote.
"Recent research has come to light which suggests that gladiators were not as savage as once thought and actually
adhered to a strict code of discipline and did not resort to savage violence and mutilation which could occur on the
battlefields of the day. Furthermore if the order was given to kill the opponent – which was very rare as gladiators were
expensive – the wound may have been made so that it appeared that the gladiator had died, but in reality the gladiator
would be dragged backstage and would have been executed "humanely" by a backstage executioner who would kill the
gladiator with a hammer on the forehead.[3]"http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gladiator

Good men, women and families are being increasingly destroyed before the "Roman like
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American empire" while the public scream for more gladiators to die.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gladiator
Our government, courts, political parties and the United Nations are illegitimate because
they have corrupted all the laws, turned their collective minds away from constitutional and
and spiritual principles. Government has contrived new illegitimate "laws" while they have
have destroyed and ignored fundamental constitutional law. It is obvious to me,
Government distorts and lies about the facts even on the Washington Voters Pamphlet.
Washington government's election system is a mockery. The University of Washington is
is joined at the hip with big government. Academia is systemically destroying freedom and
and the constitution. Big city media supports their customer base.
Green energy is a myth and is cost prohibitive. It is more green pabulum to feed the green
green extreme. Rapid transit is a urban legend that is cost prohibitive to try to sustain dying
dying cities at rural expense. Stadiums are the sink holes of public tax money the tax payer
payer will never see returned. Freeways are choked and ignored on purpose to herd the
people to live in higher density in cities for more city revenue. Cities are a disaster in the
the making. Urban planning is planning future concentration camps. A merican property
property owners are no longer buying this tripe.
While government and green groups demand that their laws and junk science be followed,
followed, they ignore and distort basic constitutional and natural laws and shut out
independent professional opinion. Government colludes with sympathetic groups and
makes a public ceremony of property owners input giving them 2 minutes. There is
nothing in the constitution that allows for the killing of our sacred individual freedoms so
so that other groups can have their socialistic demands.
The house our founding fathers built on constitutional bed rock has become a house on
eroding sand. While the house of government grows bigger, the house of Ms. Kelo and all
all private property owners is bull dozed away. We no longer live in a free country. The
United States is not even in the top ten! The courts, legislature and executive branches are
are illegitimate and do not represent the people from which all power comes.
We all must take responsibility for creating this spectacle. We can only end this
brutal extreme sport by taking our INDIVIDUAL SOVEREIGNTY . We must each claim
our own sovereignty and become totally independent from government. When property
owners stand up and take their sovereignty, so will your neighbors and their neighbor and
and your friends and your family. Free people must not live off the government.
Government is a dis-ease. Freedom is our divine right.
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Without individual sovereignty, there is no freedom. Without strict interpretation of the
Bill of Rights, there is no freedom. Without strict hands off on private property, there in
in only tyranny.

Jack Venrick
Rural Property Owner
Claiming My Individual Sovereignty
Enumclaw, WA

Q: What should I do if I see a crime?
Sai Baba: "Today many are indulging in actions opposed to Dharma and Truth and, on the basis
basis of their caste or community, are promoting strife and conflict in the country. Elders in the
nation are remaining mere spectators of all the unrighteous and violent actions that are being
done by the evil elements. Even the scholars and intellectuals are remaining silent. Persons
holding high office are merely watching what goes on. No one, however, is making any effort to
stop this menace. They are not resisting the evil elements. It appears as if all their knowledge,
position and influence have been reduced to nothing. Such persons, though they may not be
indulging in unrighteous acts, are giving encouragement to them.
When evil and injustice and violence are being perpetrated, if individuals look on unconcerned,
they must be regarded as accomplices in the crimes. In the end they also suffer as much as the
evil--doers.
criminals. By their passive association, they provide encouragement to the evil
When the good are associated with the wicked and do not oppose them, they share responsibility
responsibility
responsibility for the deeds of the evil doers. The Divine destroys even those who either do not
oppose or remain passive while injustice and wrongwrong -doing are perpetrated. The Divine will not
consider whether they are learned or ignorant, wise or unwise. If they are learned or wise, why did
tainted
ed
did they not stand up for truth and justice? Why did they remain silent? It means they are taint
tainted by the same guilt. The failure to resist evil is their offence. It is only when we resist acts of
of unrighteousness and injustice and try to put down malpractice's in society that we can claim to
to be assisting in the task of restoring Dharma. ...
Whoever may commit an offence, whether a son, a relation or a close associate, one will be free
from the taint of being accessory to the crime only if he opposes the wrong action and tries to
correct the offender. If, on the contrary, he allows it or encourages it to be done, he will be guilty
guilty
guilty of abatement."
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